Anne: Regular doors opened to the public on 6/29. Things will stay the same for now. Appointment based opening was 6/1. 50/50 of people wearing masks and doing precautions. Also people who don’t wear masks or don’t sanitize themselves when they come in. Says it’s better to be cautious and safe as people are under different conditions. People are being courteous for the most part. Having an uptick in cases.

We had limited hours during the appointment phase. It was lovely to be able to focus on admin. When we opened for walk-ins we are normal hours. My board insisted on regular hours again, I would have eased into it.

Brandon:
Only curbside for now, though we will be open to patrons on July 11th and a lot of people sound excited about it. Where I see us in a month is engaging in an Escape room I designed for kids returning to the library.

Erica: Tuesdays are the new Monday. Third week of being open face to face to the public. It took awhile for people to ease into things. Computer appointments have been busy. People are really understanding and cooperative. They keep to 10 people in the building and people are good about it. Most people are coming in with masks.

Pam: Going good being open only 3 of the 5 usual days. Not sure everyone knows we are open even with the big new sign outside during our open hours. Everyone is very happy that we are open even if not normal times. Hand sanitizer is at the door and I politely ask them to use it if they bypassed it. Mask and gloves are offered if they want them. Started online Summer Reading today.

Heidi: Opened 6/24. Wed and Thurs are half days. This helped with easing into things. They did a lot of customer service training and talked about how to stay calm. Maybe offer a few more hours in the coming month.

Jenny: Comfortable keeping hours as they are as it helps with staff comfort. Wishes more people would wear masks, but hasn’t run into many problems. What happens when we hit the point where things are picking up?

Loralee: Set up the Express Library: moved items out to the entryway and moved an island on wheels in the doorway. Have had many people happy that they are open. Happy people outweigh the grumblers. Computer room is the “quarantine” room.

Maria: Things are working well. I don’t think a lot of people realize that we’re open. Patrons are very understanding for the most part, but you’re always going to have those who have to voice their opinions about the changes. We have a lot of questions about our quarantine process, but after we explain the situation, most people are understanding. Discussion with the board is to keep the hours the same until further notice.
**Peggy:** Things are going well. Not as busy as they thought it would be, but the tough thing is telling people that they have to keep their visits to 30 minutes. Lots of tourists are there to do work, so they typed up a list of places where wi-fi is available. People are understanding about the time limits. Have hung up more posters around town and do more signage. Bought an ad in the newspaper to talk about summer reading and hours.

**Virginia:** They opened today. She was greeting at the door. They are allowing 30 people on the main floor and 18 people on the other floor. They have arrows and signage everywhere. Not allowing children in the building yet. Everything seems to be going well. Everyone is happy to be open. Some still want curbside over coming in the building.